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INTRODUCTION
Quantity surveyors offer advice on costs for all phases of new and 
refurbished projects and undertake wider roles including project 
management, contract administration, dispute resolution and financial 
management of projects. The Bachelor of Construction (Quantity 
Surveying) is a three-year degree that provides graduates with cutting-
edge and industry relevant skills and knowledge to practise as quantity 
surveyors in the fast-developing construction industry. In the final 
year, students are already carrying out terndering and estimations for 
sophisticated projects that require them to develop and exercise their 
judgement across a wide range of building types and infrastructure 
projects. Additionally graduates have acquired skills in project 
management and business so they can contribute as valuable members 
of multidisciplinary teams that are responsible for managing large scale 
construction projects. The programme meets the academic requirements 
for membership of the New Zealand Institute of Quantity Surveyors 
and the Pacific Association of Quantity Surveyors. The programme 
has recently been assessed by the Accreditation Panel of the Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS); the accreditation report is 
being awaited.

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE 
The programme consists of three parts, each containing 120 credits 
of study. The degree is offered in a flexible mode: students complete 
the first and second parts on campus, and then complete the third part 
by distance learning, while working and gaining hands-on practical 
experience in the construction industry as trainee quantity surveyors.  
The programme offers a broad range of cutting-edge skills and 
knowledge that equip the students for the workplace of tomorrow. The 
curriculum is designed to ensure a mix of classroom knowledge and 
hands-on practical experience through industry placement and exposure 
to live projects on site. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
The entry requirements are those specified for admission to Massey 
University. However, students who are weak in Mathematics are 
encouraged to get a head start by enrolling in the Massey foundation 
mathematics or physics. A candidate who has qualified for the 
New Zealand National Diploma in quantity surveying or equivalent 
qualification may be granted credits in the Parts 1 and 2 papers up to 
a limit of 165 credits; application for the cross-credits are required at 
the time of enrolment. Ideally, a candidate aspiring to be a quantity 
surveyor must have or be ready to develop skills such as attention to 
details, communication, interpersonal, negotiation, problem-solving and 
numeracy skills.

PAPERS 
Students take a variety of papers that equip them with a wide-range 
of cutting edge skills and knowledge for the workplace.

PART 1 
115.102 Accounting; 115.103 Legal & Social Environment
of Business; 115.105 Fundamentals of Finance; 218.150 Introduction 
to Built Environment and Measuring Systems; 218.100 Construction 
Materials; 160.131 Mathematics for Business I; 218.122 Sustainable 
Buildings and Computer-Aided Design; 218.172 Construction & Design 
Residential; 218.110 Construction Industry Work Experience I. 

PART 2
153.200 Introduction to Dispute Resolution; 127.241 Real Estate 
Valuation & Management; 152.252 Project Management; 218.271
Construction & Design: Commercial; 218.274 Building Services;
218.211 Construction Economics & Estimating; 218.213 Measuring 
Systems I; 218.214 Measuring Systems II; 218.210 Construction 
Industry Work Experience II.

PART 3
218.374 Construction & Design: Multi Storey; 218.311 Construction 
Contract & Financial Administration; 218.315 Construction Law; 
218.414 Construction Planning & Scheduling; 218.313 Construction 
Innovation; 218.340 Construction Research Project (30 credits);

PART 3 ELECTIVES: 1 paper from: 114.254 Managing Employment 
Relations; 127.341 Property Management & Development; 152.386
Risk Management I; 155.201 Law of Property; 178.242 Land 
Economics; 125.230 Business Finance; 114.271 Occupational Safety & 
Health I; 218.280 Construction Operations & Control.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
Graduates of the programme are gainfully employed locally and 
overseas, particularly in the US, UK and Australia. Graduates will 
readily find jobs in many private and government establishments, 
consulting firms, construction and property development companies, 
banks, insurance firms, property / facilities management companies, 
mining, oil & gas and civil engineering firms. Prior to graduation, 
students would have found jobs as they are required to work full-time 
in the industry, while completing the Part 3 by distance learning from 
anywhere in New Zealand. Recent surveys show that graduates of the 
degree enjoy attractive salary packages ranging from $50,000 at start 
to $100,000 after 2 - 5 years of post graduation experience.


